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Regulation 3 Special Educational Needs and Disability (Information) Regulations (2014)

School/College Name: 

Address: 

Telephone Number: 

Name of Head teacher/Principal: 

Head teacher/Principal’s contact details: 

Website address: 

Facebook account details: 

Twitter Feed details: 

School/College Specialism: 

Age Range of students (start and finish) to include Post 14 onwards where relevant): 

Date of Last Inspection: 

Outcome of last inspection: 

Does school/college have a specialist designated unit /  

additional learning support department?       Yes       No 

Total number of students with special educational needs at college/setting : 

Total number of students receiving additional learning support: 

Leicestershire’s Local Offer template 
for educational settings
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1. The kinds of special educational needs for which provision is made 

at   school/college
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2. Information about   
policies for the identification and assessment of pupils with  
special educational needs.
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3. Information about insert name of college/setting policies for 
making provision for pupils with special educational needs whether 
or not pupils have Education Health and Care (EHC) Plans, including:

(a) How  college/setting 

evaluates the effectiveness of its provision for such pupils 
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(b)  college/setting The setting’s 

arrangements for assessing and reviewing the progress of pupils with special educational needs
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(c)  college/setting approach to 

teaching pupils with special educational needs
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(d) How  college/setting will 

adapt the curriculum and learning environment for pupils with special educational needs
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(e) How  college/setting will 

provide additional support for learning that is available to pupils with special educational needs
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(f) Activities that are available for pupils with special educational needs in addition to those 

available in accordance with the curriculum
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(g) Support that is available for improving the emotional and social development of pupils with 

special educational needs.
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4. The name of and contact details of SEN co-ordinator / Manager 
of  Special Educational Needs or Disabilities (SEND) / Additional 
Learning Support Department
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5. Information about the expertise and training of staff in relation 
to children and young people with special educational needs and 
about how specialist expertise will be secured.
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6. Information about how equipment and facilities to support children 
and young people with special educational needs will be secured.
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7. The arrangements for consulting parents/carers of children with 
special educational needs about, and involving such parents/carers 
in, the education of their child.
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8. The arrangements for consulting young people with special 
educational needs about, and involving them in, their education.
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9. Any arrangements made by the governing body or the proprietor 
relating to the treatment of complaints from parents and carers 
of pupils with special educational needs concerning the provision 
made at the setting.
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10. How the governing body involves other bodies, including health 
and social services bodies, local authority support services and 
voluntary organisations, in meeting the needs of pupils with special 
educational needs and in supporting the families of such pupils
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11. The contact details of support services for the parents and carers 
of pupils with special educational needs, including those for 
arrangements made in accordance with clause 32.
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12. The setting’s arrangements for supporting pupils with special 
educational needs in transferring between phases of education or 
in preparing for adulthood and independent living.
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13. Information on school/college contribution to the publication of 
the local authority’s local offer


	Address: Radmoor Road, Loughborough, Leicestershire LE11 3BS
	Telephone: 01509 611 077
	head teacher/principal: June Murray
	head teacher/principal contact: jmurray@rnibcollege.ac.uk 
	web address: www.rnibcollege.ac.uk 
	facebook details: 
	twitter details: https://twitter.com/RNIBCollege
	school college specialism: pan disability with a specialism in sight loss
	age range: 16 - 24 FE although students at the College are up to 65 years old
	date of last inspection: November 2013
	outcome of last inspection: Good
	special unit: Off
	number of students with sen: all students
	number of students ALS: all students
	1: The College is specifically for students with disabilities therefore our curriculum is designed with this group in mind.  Learning is as practically based as possible, centring around the College's enterprises. Students have a wide range of disabilities including sight loss, learning disabilities, autism, Asperger's Syndrome, communication problems, physical disabilities, chronic illness and hearing loss. Most have more than one, although not all students have a sight loss.   Most students have learning disabilities; however the academic range is very wide and extends from severe learning disabilities to a small number preparing to enter higher education. 
	School/college name: RNIB College Loughborough
	2: Part of the College's pre-admissions process includes attending the College for an assessment.  This is normally on a Tuesday, with an overnight stay for students applying to be residential.  As part of the assessment, applicants spend time with staff members and join in with college activities. This is so that we can get to know more about individuals and ensure that we can provide the right support to meet their needs.We compile a detailed assessment report which outlines the findings of the assessment and the recommendations of the College. This document is sent to the applicant and also to their Local Authority to support the application for funding.This pre-admission process enables us to draw up and initial support plan and design a programme.  Once on programme, students undergo a further period of assessment so that their support needs can be confirmed and so that any additional needs can be identified.  This assessment usually takes the form of observing the student in a range of settings, both formal and informal. College staff are given an overview of each student prior to the start of term.  The Therapies team create a support plan for each student informing staff about communication needs, strategies for working with the student, personal care and support and any other useful information.  Staff have regular training including weekly training sessions for the teaching staff.   We have specialist professionals on hand for the students, such as a counsellor, speech and language therapist, physiotherapist, and visiting optometrist.   They will support the teaching team to ensure each student gets the best experience at College.   
	3a: We have a robust customer research process.  Annual surveys are sent out to students and their families to gain feedback about the service the College provides.  The College also runs focus groups.  Students can give feedback through the feedback boxes which are located in the College and Residential Halls, using an anonymous email or contacting the Quality Administrator.  The information collected and associated actions are then feedback to students through a visual `You Said, We Did' board as well as at the weekly student News Desk meeting.   We have student representatives who provide a link to the Governors and have a standing item at each Governors session set aside for student issues/ideas/feedback etc. The College holds a Skills Weeks where carers and family members are invited in to see day to day College life we ask for feedback on their thoughts from the experience. College managers and other staff undertake observations as well as unannounced and planned walk throughs to monitor the quality of the delivery. We have a very proactive Governing Body they attend our events where they speak to carers and family members to hear about their experiences of our service.   We have a Quality Assurance Policy at the College, we are CQC registered and in our last inspection gained `Outstanding'.   We are also inspected by Ofsted and in our last College inspection we received `Good' in all areas and in our last Ofsted residential inspection received `Outstanding' in all areas.  The CMT is keen for continuous improvement and welcomes constructive feedback and attend events in order to hear from carers and family members.  This anecdotal information helps to enrich quantitative survey results and shape each teams Quality Improvement Plan. 
	3b: All students have special educational needs.  There are a number of ways in which we assess and review student progress and as we are a small College we are able to easily monitor students as we know everyone as individuals. Initial assessment visitsWhen a student comes on the assessment day they will meet with a number of members of staff who which each undertake an assessment for their particular area.  This and information from their school will help identify key areas for development, as well as their long term and medium term goals for when they start with us.   During the first few weeks of termOver the first few weeks we will continue to assess and review the students and decide upon their initial targets which build to meet their medium term goals.   Review meetings Students have person centred annual review meetings where the views of the student and their carers or other family members are heard.  The student themselves are at the centre of the discussion and in some instances may have an advocate.    
	3c: All students have an Individual Learning Plan (ILP) with individual targets that are addressed in each teaching session.  Evidence of progress against those targets is recorded in each session and fed back into the ILP.  The curriculum is designed around vocational “enterprises” so that there are learning opportunities for all levels of learner.   Each student has a support plan and staff who support the student use that information to provide the right level of support for the individual.  There is a structured observation process of teachers and support staff to ensure that they are meeting student needs and therefore helping them to progress. Each student's timetable is individual and tailored to what they want to do as well as their support needs.  Timetables are reviewed on a regular basis and are changed or adapted if they are not working for the individual. The following staff are likely to form a team of support around the student: Personal tutor  - responsible for setting the ILP and agreeing targets with the student.  The tutor is the key point of contact for the student, parents/carers and other staff. Key worker  - some students also have a key worker depending on their individual needs. Learning support assistants  - they support the students across the curriculum. Speech and language therapist  - responsible for setting targets and developing strategies for students with communication difficulties. Physiotherapist  - responsible for setting targets and developing strategies for students with physical difficulties. 
	3d: All students at the College will have a disability, so our curriculum is designed around meeting the needs of this client group.  This is primarily based around learning in our the College enterprises such as the Bell Bar cafeteria, eBay shop, Arts Centre, College shop and College office.   This gives them the opportunity to develop skills in a realistic setting.  For instance if one of their targets is around enhanced communication skills, they could do this on the reception in our eBay shop, or delivering office supplies to staff for the College office, or on the till in our cafeteria or College shop.  If students need speech and language or physiotherapy they'll have our therapies team to call upon.  We work with each student and support them to develop the skills they will need to achieve their goals once they have finished their course with us.  This could be going to a mainstream college, moving into employment or voluntary work, or maybe living more independently and getting out more into the local community.  Other students may be achieving at a higher academic level and our partnership with Loughborough College means that we can support them on a mainstream course and also provide the other specialist learning they might need such as braille.  
	3e: Students are assessed and an appropriate support plan is put into place for the needs of each individual student.   The Personal Tutor will be in regular communication with the student and will work together to ensure the right level of support is in place. The Personal Tutor will keep parents up to date with any significant changes.   If the student has additional needs or is staying residentially with us they will also have a Key Worker. The Learning Support Assistants will support the students as guided by the students support plan and Tutor/Trainer direction.  The College has the following specialist facilities to support students:· Adaptation and transcription service· Braille equipment and production· Low vision equipment· Access technology including screen readers and magnification software· Speech and language therapist· Physiotherapist· Counsellor · Accessible environment for students with mobility issues and sight loss· Personal care facilities including hoists in both college and the halls of residence Students have person centred annual review meetings where the views of the student and their carers or other family members are heard.  This is an opportunity to discuss progress, achievement and areas for future development. The student themselves are at the centre of the discussion and in some instances may have an advocate in order to support them in getting across their views. 
	3f: We ensure our extra-curricular activities are available to all those that would like to participate in the activity.  We would not put on an activity that was not accessible to those wanting to participate.  There is support to access a range of community leisure facilities depending on the interests of the student.The extended curriculum is a weekly programme of social, sporting and leisure activities that take place in the evening and weekends.  The programme aims to develop students' confidence, social and independence skills. Students choose their activities from a programme of events and in addition, residential students hold flat meetings to plan and organise their own activities.  There is also a small gym at The Stan Bell Centre. The annual celebration event is for all students.  Friends and family attend as well as other people with links to the College such as Governors, local employers and RNIB colleagues.  Students get involved in fundraising to learn about and support a variety of different causes. The weekly News Desk student meeting, is also a chance to celebrate achievements.Students can get involved and represent their peers at key College meetings and on the board of governors. Students can also join Loughborough Students' Union with its numerous clubs, societies and entertainment programmesStudents are supported from the time they arrived at college to the time they leave.  At lunch time they have the chance to socialise with friends in the college or take part in activities such as music groups or playing games.  
	3g: We have staff who are trained in the administration of medication and personal care including hoisting.  Staff from our parent organisation, RNIB, carry out regular audits of our medication and care processes.   Staff are trained in Behaviour Management using de-escalation techniques.  Students who are identified with behaviour issues have a behaviour plan which is accessible to all staff, ensuring that a consistent approach is adopted.  Where behaviour issues arise, we aim to establish the triggers and work with the student to help them to self-regulate.   We can support those who present with a level of challenging behaviour which is symptomatic of their primary need, but not where the primary need is challenging behaviour where they would present a serious risk to themselves or others on a regular basis.  Our recent Ofsted inspection identified that "Very effective behaviour management strategies enable students to participate fully in all activities and begin to better manage their own behaviour."
	4: Personal Tutors are the first point of contact.  Parents are informed of the students Personal Tutor at the start of term. June Murray is the Assistant Principal (Programmes) and is responsible for student programmes in College and Loughborough College.We do not want parents to be worrying.  If a parent has a concern we'd like them to contact us and talk it through.  It could be just a simple miscommunication or misinformation that can be quickly resolved.  If in any doubt we'd encourage parents to pick up the phone to their Personal Tutor or drop them an email. We have a complaints procedure is known as `Listening to You.'  We encourage all compliments and complaints and this encourages feedback which is always useful for improving our service. Everyone at the College (staff, students, visitors) is encouraged to give feedback to resolve issues and help to continually improve the provision.    If the complaint is from a student we will encourage them to speak to a tutor or key worker first, next stage is the Programme Leader for complaints regarding learning provision or the Registered Manager if the complaint is about the residential accommodation.  If the complaint has not been resolved at that point then they are advised to email or speak to the Quality Administrator, or put feedback in a feedback box.  All complaints are logged on a restricted access database and are categorised. The database and any associated action is monitored by the Quality Administrator until the situation is `resolved'   There is a performance indicator around the number of complaints that we have resolved we also track compliments. Complaints will be acknowledged within one day, we aim to resolve complaints within 10 working days.  If the complainant is not happy with the result they can appeal in writing to the Principal within two weeks.  The next stage is contacting then funding body for their programme, finally they can contact the Independent Case Examiner.   All students are encouraged to read about our complaints policy on our intranet and are informed about how they can feedback about their experiences of College and what to do if they are not happy when they start with us. 
	5: Student facing staff undertake a robust training programme, to ensure that they most effectively meet the changing needs of our students.   Staff training includes: · VI Awareness· Autism Awareness· Alternative communication systems and devices· Safeguarding· Behaviour management· Administration of medication· Personal care including moving and handling· Equal Opportunities and Diversity· Ethos and Values· Supporting Eating and Drinking Some staff have also completed: · ACE/Post Graduate Certificate in Visual Impairment (Teaching staff)· ACE/Post Graduate Certificate in Autism (Teaching staff) Specialist Staff include: · Counsellor· Speech and Language Therapist· Physiotherapist· Visiting optometrist There is a robust initial assessment process, which will help to gain a base line assessment of the student, but also help to understand their needs and support required.  There may also be assessments during the first term that will help to verify the initial assessment and ensure that appropriate targets are set.  College staff are given an overview of each student prior to the start of term.  The Therapies team create a support plan for each student informing staff about communication needs, strategies for working with the student, personal care and support and any other useful information.  Staff have regular training including weekly training sessions for the teaching staff. 
	6: The building was specifically designed for students who had a visual impairment, so it is well designed in terms of the layout and how the building looks.   All teaching areas are accessible to all students. There are disabled toilets as well as Clos-o-Mat toilets, two personal care rooms with ceiling hosts as well as a therapy room.  We have one manual hoist and one electric manual hoist.  The Stan Bell Centre has en-suite wash rooms and a number of ground floor rooms that are adapted to meet the needs of students with different physical disabilities.   All staff are trained in manual handling, we also have additional manual handling aids available, such as a Rotunda transfer platform.  When prospective students are assessed we will identify if there are any necessary adaptations that are needed or any specialist equipment that they will need.  
	7: There are a number of opportunities for parents/carers to get involved and hear about their son/daughters education. Students have home/school diaries so that information can be noted by or for the student or by the carer/family member or a member of College staff.   Our most recent parent survey (2014) indicates positive feedback around our approach to keeping parents and carers informed.  Students have annual review meetings where the views of the student and their carers or other family members are heard.  The student themselves are at the centre of the discussion and in some instances may have an advocate.   We have Skills Weeks twice a year where carers and family members are invited into the College to see day to day College life and see their son/daughter in their learning environment.   At the end of the parent/carers time at the College there is the opportunity to provide feedback on their experience. We had a Family Open Days and other events throughout the year which parents/carers are invited to and have the opportunity to meet with staff at the College.  We have a very proactive Governing Body who are always keen to hear peoples experiences of our service.  This provides additional insight so that they can offer positive challenge to the College Management Team.   The CMT is keen for continuous improvement and welcomes constructive feedback and attend events in order to hear from carers and family members.  This anecdotal information helps to enrich quantitative parent and student survey results and shape each teams Quality Improvement Plan.   
	8: As a small College, the tutors are always close to hand, and able to be in regular dialogue with students.  We get the views of our students, parents/carers through annual surveys, focus groups, feedback boxes, as well as an anonymous email system.  Those students staying residentially have flat meetings where issues are raised, resolved and ideas feedback by the student flat rep to the managers. Students representatives from all programmes are invited to apply to be on the on the Equality and Diversity, Sustainability and Health and Safety committee.  The College has Student Governors who are voted in by the rest of the students.  Student Governors were involved in the student survey process.  As a result of feedback there will be a standard text version of the questions as well as a pictorial clicker6 version for 2014/2015.  Students have person centred annual review meetings where the views of the student and their carers or other family members are heard.  The student themselves are at the centre of the discussion and in some instances may have an advocate.   Students and parents/carers also have the opportunity to be involved in the wider strategic direction of the College.  Information gathered from students and their families will help managers when completing the Self-Assessment Report.  Students have the opportunity to review and feedback on these and in previous years there has been a student commenting on each departments SAR.   Governors have student assisted visits around the College enterprises in order to speak openly with students and ask about their experiences.   Students review each of the policies that we create and then periodically review these as significant changes are made.   Students are able to input into each Governor meeting as we have Student Governor places on our Board.   Prior to board meetings the Student Governors are supported by the Quality Administrator to speak to other students and gather topics, ideas and suggestions for discussion.  Students representatives from all programmes are invited to apply to be on the on the Equality and Diversity, Sustainability and Health and Safety committee, therefore able to shape and input into each of these key thematic areas. 
	9: We have a complaints procedure is known as `Listening to You.'  Everyone at the College (staff, students, visitors) is encouraged to give feedback to resolve issues and help to continually improve the provision.    If the complaint is from a student we will encourage them to speak to a tutor or key worker first, next stage is the Programme Leader for complaints regarding learning provision or the Registered Manager if the complaint is about the residential accommodation.  If the complaint has not been resolved at that point then they are advised to email or speak to the Quality Administrator, or put feedback in a feedback box.  All complaints are logged on a restricted access database and are categorised. The database and any associated action is monitored by the Quality Administrator until the situation is `resolved'   There is a KPI for complaints resolved and we also analyse the data to look for trends.   Complaints will be acknowledged within one day, we aim to resolve complaints within 10 working days.  If the complainant is not happy with the result they can appeal in writing to the Principal within two weeks.  The next stage is contacting then funding body for their programme, finally they can contact the Independent Case Examiner.   All students are encouraged to read about our complaints policy on our intranet and are informed about how they can feedback about their experiences of College and what to do if they are not happy when they start with us. 
	10: There are a number of specialist staff that provide support to students at the College, this includes a: · Counsellor· Speech and Language Therapist· Physiotherapist· Visiting optometrist We will work with social workers as students transition out of the College and involve other professionals that are involved in providing or arranging support for each individual student.  
	11: The tutor is the first point of contact for a parent/carer wanting to discuss something about their son or daughter. Details of tutors are sent to parents at the start of term. Tutors are most widely available outside of class time, before 9.00 am and after 4.00 pm. However if you contact the College during class time we will get back to you as soon as we can.   Tutors can be contacted by telephone on 01509 631200. Each week, students meet with their tutor or keyworker and talk about what they are achieving on programme.  In their final year, they will discuss what they would like to do when they leave and plan how they are going to achieve this. Advice and guidance is provided through transition sessions and individual tutorials.  The College holds Career Mark and the Matrix award for the advice and guidance that we provide to our students. If you want to speak to a member of staff about a safeguarding matter please contact one of our designated safeguarding persons.  Lou Cardwell is the lead and is supported by Emmanuel Nyabadza and Catherine Robinson. 
	12: We recommend that anyone interested in a programme at RNIB College Loughborough attends one of our regular visit days.  We also offer schools the opportunity of experience days for their students where up to six students come with teaching and support staff and spend the day with us to experience what it is like learning at a college. Prospective students complete an application form, once this has been received by our admission team, they will send the applicant a letter of confirmation requesting additional information including medical needs, statements, school reports and transition plans.  Part of the College's pre-admissions process includes attending the College for an assessment.  This is normally on a Tuesday, with an overnight stay for students applying to be residential. As part of the assessment, applicants spend time with staff members and join in with College activities. This is so that we can get to know more about individuals and ensure that we can provide the right support to meet their needs. Shortly after the assessment we confirm whether or not the college can offer a place. This offer is subject to funding being secured from the applicant's Local Authority. We compile a detailed assessment report which outlines the findings of the assessment and the recommendations of the College. This document is sent to the applicant and also to their Local Authority to support the application for funding. Students may have one or more transition days with us prior to starting if we feel that this would ease the transition process.  Our Transition Team supports students throughout their programme through transition sessions, advice and guidance, and Annual Review meetings.  Advice and guidance is provided through Transition sessions and individual tutorials.  The College holds Career Mark and the Matrix award for Advice and Guidance. In their final year, students are supported to explore future options  - this might mean visiting other colleges or community placements.  We work closely with parents, social workers and careers advisors and keep in touch with students for up to 2 years after they leave, to offer additional help and guidance if required. We also offer Flexible Futures, our day time activities programme and the Bridge independence programme for those families who would be keen to still access our provision once they have finished their Further Education with us.  The Bridge independence programme is a useful follow on for those students who would like to progress to supported living.   All students will either participate in an internal or external placement.  The goal is for all students to aim for an external placement.  We have a significant number of very supportive employers, giving the greatest range of opportunities available to our students. Support levels for those on placement, depending on risk assessment as well as individual student need.  Students will build a log of what they have achieved during work placement sessions in order to develop a portfolio of progress.  
	13: Other colleges that are part of the Leicestershire Local Offer can be found here: http://www.leics.gov.uk/index/children_families/local_offer/local_offer_preparing_for_adulthood/local_offer_preparing_finding_employment.htm Other provision relating to the Leicestershire Local Offer can be found here: http://www.leics.gov.uk/local_offerThis document (our completed Leicestershire Local Offer) can be found on our website here: http://www.rnibcollege.ac.uk/local-offer In this section have also included documents that we have prepared for other local authorities.   


